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ALLOCATED AND ENGAGED TIME IN DIFFERENT CONTENT AREAS
OF SECOND AND FIFTH GRADE READING AND MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

Introduction

An enduring question in educational research is "What instructional

variables influence student achievement?" In addressing this question,

the-Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Far West Laboratory, 1975, 1976)

has focused on the pivotal role of student classroom behavior. Student

learning is a phenomenon that takes place in clas rooms over time. Student

achievement test scores provide an imperfect, distal measure of' this learn-

ing. In order to influence achievement, the teacher must first influence

classroom learning. A diagram of this model is shown below.

Teacher
Behavior

__-
Student
Behavior

Student
Achievement
Test Scores

One facet of student behavior that has been of part cular interest is

the amount of time students spend on academic learning. In each elementary

school day, around 240 to 300 minutes are available for student instructional

activities. Teachers and students) allovte this time to different subject

matter areas. The amount of time allocated to a particular area places a

boundary on the amount of learning that can take place in that area, thus

-influencing tudent achievement.--

Variability in time allocation across different classes is surprisingly

high, even in common areas of instruction. In grade 2, it is generally

agreed that one high priority goal is to teach the students basic skills in

reading and mathematics. VirtUally all students receive direct, concentrated
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reading and mathematics instruction throughout the year. Yet when one

looks beyond this uniform goal, there is considerable diversity in how

much classroom time is actually allocated to instruction in basic skills.

And within "read'ing" time or "math" time -here is variability in the

amount of time spent ori different skills. Even for classes using the

same curriculum materials, time allocations may vary.

Allocated time places an upper bound on the amount of learning

time that can take place. Within this time period a student will spend

part of the time actively engaged in learning and part of the time not.

engaged. The proportion of allocated time that is converted-into real

engaged learning time also varies dramatically from class to class and

from student to student within a class. Engaged learning time is the

variable hypothesized to relate mo:A closely to student achievement.

The purpose of this paper is to present decriptive data on class-

room learning time. Both allocated and engaged time will be reported.

Data will be.Oresented at the classroom level, showing differences be-

tween classes, and at the level of individual students, showingAtferences

between students within a class. ComParisons will be made between time

distributions in narrowly defined specific content areas and time distri-

butions in more general content areas.

Data .Collection Procedures1
-

Data were collected in two different ways: 1) Teachers kept logs

the content of instruction and the ambunt of time spent in different con-

tent areas. Records were kept throughout the year, first on a daily

For a more complete description of_procedures see Marliavy Fisher, and
Filby 1977), or Filby and Dishaw 1976
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basis and later on a weekly basis. Information was recorded for individual

students. These logs provide a detailed record of the time allocated to

different skill areas. 2) observers recorded the amount of time students

spent actually engaged in learning. Engaged or active- learning time is that

subset of the allocated time when a student appears to be attending to the

learning task. Observation took place in six grade two classes, for approx-

imately seven continuous days in each class. Observed engaged time provides

the best estimate of the actual learning time put in by a student. Engaged

time can be compared to allocated time to determine the engagement rate

for individual students and for classes.

Teacher_Lus_ of Allocated_Time. As part of the research carried out

in Phase III-A of the Beginning Teacher. Evaluation Study (Fae West Laboratory,

1975), teachers were asked to keep records of time, spent on reading and

mathematics. For a period of eight weeks, during October and November,

teachers kept daily lesson-plan type logs which accounted for all periods

of reading and mathematics instruction. For instance, if students worked

on reading from 9:00 to 9:40,, the teacher would mark off this time block

and indicate the skills in reading each student or group of students worked

on. A number of specific content areas, such as decoding consonant blends,

compound words, comprehension of events, or oral reading practice, were

listed and defined for teachers. Teachers chose from thislist in descri-

bing the 66-hteh-t af -readi4instructiOn: ReadtreIetecrei'ea-siich as

spellipg, grammar, creative writing, or dictionary skills, were also included

on the list. Lists of content areas in mathematics were also provided.

From these records it was possible to estimate the amount of time spent

on different skills by individual students in the class. Each day's log



was broken up into a series of events for each student with each event

corresponding to one specific content area. Time in each content area

was then summed up over the whole eight-week period. These total time

figures give a picture of how instruction accumulates over time for

different students in different classes.

During the period from January thrOugh March, teachers kept a weekly

chec.klist log. This log used the same time categories as the earlier

lesson-plan logs. Teachers were asked to draw on their familiarity with

time allocations and estimate the approximate amount of time spent on

each content area in each weekly perici. Again, logs were processed to

give, total time estimates for eath, Student in each content area over the

whole 10-week period.

Observation of Engaged Time. Engaged learning time was assessed by

direct observation. In each of six grade two classes, an observer was

present for seven continuous days in the October-November period. Observers

recorded time in general content areas. Engagement was judged on the

basis of behavioral cues. Clear off-task behavior or lack of attention

resulted in subtracting time from the total possible. Tasks involving a

non-academic component, such as a math ditto which requires coloring, also

resulted in subtracting time, since time spent coloring is not time spent

engaged in learning mathematics content.

Observers completed a log analogous to ,the,teacher-log) at :the end

of each day of observition. For each student, the total itme allocated to

reading (from the observer logs) and-the total engaged time in reading

(from direct observation ) were calculated. An observed engagement rate for

6
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reading was then computed for each student by ta ing the ratio of total

engaged time in reading to total time allocated to reading. A second

engagement rate was calculated for each student by performing the analo-

gous calculation for engaged and allocated time in mathematics.

Sample. Teacher logs were collected at two grade levels - second

and fifth - and in two subjects - reading and mathematics. Approximately

eight teachers participated in each cell of this 2 X 2 design. All

teachers. were volunteers in the San Francisco Bay area. Observation

took place in six grade two classes where teacher logs were also being kept.

Allocated Time Data

Consider first the overall amount of time allocated to instruction in

eading and mathematics. Summary data for six grade two classes from the

October-November period are shown in Table 1.

-- ------
Insert Table 1 Here

-----------------------------

Each of these classes had about the same amount of time in the school

day. The way the time was used differed from one class to another. In

class 2, there was-a heavy overall emphasis on the,basic skills. 'This class

spent more time in reading than any other.clas and was tied for top in

mathematics. Almost two-thirds of the school day in class 2 was spent on

_

basic skills. In contrast, class 5 spent only about half as much time in

reading and was also lower in mathematics. Over the course of eight weeks

of school, a student in class 2 received 39 more hours of instruction in

,the basic skills than a student in class 5. Saying the same thing another

way, class 2 received as much instruction in 6 weeks as class 5 got in

8 weeks.

7



Class

2

4

Average of

class means

Table 1

Proportion of the Day Allocated to Reading and Mathematics

in Grade 2 Classes

Length of

school day

for students

(minutes)

Average minutes Proportion of

per student per school day

day allocated allocated to

to reading"and reading and

reading-related reading-related

instruction instruction

Average minutes

per student per

day allocated

to mathematics

instruction

Proportion of

school day

allocated to

mathematics

instruction

a
Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
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Within reading and mathematicF, differences in time allocation are

equally strikinp. Tables 2 through 5 show frequency distributions for

six grade two classes of the amount of time allocated to specific con-

tent areas in reading and mathematics. Additional tables showing time

allocation to specific content areas in grades 2 and 5 are located in

Appendix A.

Insert Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 Here

Tables 2 and 3 show time allocations in two areas of grade 2 mathe-

matics - subtraction 'Without regrouping, and place value. Differences

between classes are readily apparent in these tables. In subtraction

'without regrouping, all classes received instruction; bUt class average

time allocations differed by as much as 4 to 1. In place value, the

differences are even greater. Some classes received almost no instruction

in place value while one class received up to 300 minutes.

One particularly interesting comparison in Tables 2 and 3 is between

class 2 and class 3, .These two classes spent almost exactly the same

amount of time overall on mathematics (as shown in Table 1). Moreover,

they used the same basic:textbook in both classes (Modern. School Mathe-

matics1 published by Houghton Mifflin). The math program as implemented

differed from one class to the other. Class 2 emphasized basic computa-

tion while class 3 allocated a great deal of time to place value. Curri-

culum materials may provide a starting point in determining the content

of instruction; but, at least at grade 2, teachers seem to pace and/or

supplement the program in different ways.

Differences between classes are also apparent in reading. Tables 4'

and 5 show time allocated to practice reading and to compound words. It

10
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Table 2

Allocated Time in

Subtraction without Regrouping

Allocated
Time

(minutes

Number of Students
_

Overall
Class Class

2

Class
3

Class
4

Class Class

0-50

51-100 6 6

101-150 7 7

151-200 1 2

201-250 15 1 2 12

251-300 13 12

01-350 6 4 2

51-400 18 1 13 3 1

401-450

451-500 24 1 2 18

501-550 7 1 6

551-600 10 10

Median 369

-357

143

289

311

76

555

546

35

362

347

50

115

109

34

470

453

48

240

275

95

Mean

S.D.

a--Rows represent different amunts of total allocated time in subtraction
without regrouping accumulated over a period of approximately 37 days.
Data are Vased on teacher logs.



Table 3

Allocated Time in Place Value

Allocated
Time a

minutes

Number of Students

Overall
Class Class Class Class Class Class

0-25 19 1 18

26-50 15 15

51-75 2 1 1

76-100 4 1 3

101125 7 2 5

126-150 16 3 3 10

151-175 28 13 4 11'

176-200 1 1

201-225 1

226-250 1

4

1

251-275 4

276-300 14 14

Median

Mean

S.D.

133

127

88

30

30

2

156

146

26

283

272

21

130

127

34

140

139

15

12

15

3

aROWt-repretent-dif erent-amounts-of-total-allocated time in place value-
accumulated over a period of approximately 37 days. Data are based on

teacher logs.
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jable 4

Allocated-Time in PractIce Reading

Allocated
Time- -L

minutes

201-300

.301-400

401-500

501-600

601-700'

701-800-

E101-.900

901-1000

1001-1100

1101-1200

1201-1300.

1301-1400

Number of Students

Class
Overall 1

Class
2

Class Class Class CIass
6-

1

1

13 12

12 5

21 11

16

2

Median

Mean

612 -,978 1222 788 486 663

604 977 1178 803 549 693

37 108 151 153 147 117

Rows represent different amounts of total allocated time in practice

reading (oral and silent, words and.stories),accumulated over a period--

of approximately 37 days.. Data are based on teacher logs.
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-Table 5-

Al located Time i n

Compound Words

Al located

Time a Cl ass

minutei vera 1 1 - 1

0-30 47

Number of Siudents

Cl ass

2

Cl ass

3
Class

4
Class

5
Cl ass

31-60 20 12

61-90 10 15

91-120

121-150

356

Medi an 90

Mean 131

S. D. 91

1 83 52 20 5

13 80 52 34 17

4 16 8 30 26

a_
Rows represent different amounts of total alloca ed time in compound

words accumulated over a period of approximately 37 days. Data are

based on teacher logs.
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_ particularly interesting to look at the amount-o: time, spent-in

practide reading (Table'4). This category-ineludes drill on reading

'-sight words, oral reading of-reading textbooks, reading.along while

another student, reads alOOd, silent reading.Of ,reading textbooks', and'

libra-ry bdokS or- other-reading "ifOr-OleaSOre'."'.

-Counting all-these activities where students engage-in suStalned read-

ing, total time is' remarkably low in some. classzs..:,Aslittle -.as-600

minu es an average Of 15 minutes per: day, maY be spentHactually readihg.

This- 1.,s at.most one-fadrth of the daY's time iff,readinT,And..reading re-

lated activities. Some reading ex0erts question the:=0:loe, of many:of=the
=

activities that are labeled "reading.- It is at least informative,to See

hOw much(or how little!), tiMe :is Spent- readingIn.differenttlasSeS..

The frequencY distributions. ln.Tables 2,047oligh'5:alto.,allow-one to

.examine.within-classNariation in time:AllocationSL.- The- rangeof time

allocations within a class is considerably less than the range across
ry

classes. In many cases, particularly for narrowly-defined content areas,

within-class allocation is strikingly uniform In subtraction without

regrouping place value, and compound words, the most common pattern is

one where most ofthe,Students- ih_the class fall-in:the-same time _category.:

Withip-classNariabilittihcreases_in_a-Aeneral category like-practizel

reading, where a number of more specific.actiVities are combined.

,Differences in- time allodation-Within a-claSs come from SeVeral sou ces.:

A major soorce of differences is student absences. The.place value

Oata for classes 1, 2 and 3 show cases where student absences-cause

stragglers in the distribution. Other than .this variability due to

absence, the same amount of place value instruction has been provided

15



for all studehts in these classes. Classes 4 and.5 show a different

pattern in place value allocation. Here, within-class differences re-

flect real differences in allocation. Class 5 has small group inStruction

in mathematics. Apparently the groups spent somewhat different amounts

of time on place-value, in class.4,..thdents york At_s.tation.,014. have,

considerable choice about which stations to attend. Under-these conditions,:

the spread in time allocation increases, as a-reflection-of different

student preferences. One final---source of differences is'illUstrated in

Tables 2 and 5.- Mere there are classes which have positive outliers.

kfew students in classes 1-and 6 received extra practice ih basic com-

putation. A few students in these same classes als6 rece ved special

instruction in compound words. Most-often these positive outliers occur

in situations- where-extra personnel are available for tutoring or where

individualized programs are implemented school-wide and students are

traded across classes.

g_hgagement Rates

Although time allocations are relatively similar within a class,

students spend quite different amounts of time actively engaged in learn-

ing. -For the students in the six grade two classes reported above, ob-

served active learning time was compared to observed allocated time in a-

seven-daY period. Overall engagement rates were caltulate

,

or reading

and for mathematics. --The engagement rate represents the percentage of-

allocated time that the student spent actually working. -Frequency distri-

butions of engagement rates in mathematics are shown in Table 6.

Insert Table 6 Here
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-Tabie6

Engagement Rates in Mathematics

for Grede 2 Students

Engagement
Rate

0-9%

10-19%

2029%

30-39%

Number of Student,s

Overall
Class Class Class Class C ass Class.:

2 3 4 5 6

40-49%

50-59%

60-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-100%

Mean

7 7

27 5 11

32 11 2 5 8

16 2 1 4 2 3 4

14 1 4 7 3

11 1 8

3 3

2

47% 74% = 44% 54% 37%

The observed .engagement rate was calculated by taking the ratio for each

student of engaged time in mathematics direct observation) and allocated

time in.mathematics (observer logs).
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n general,.engagement rates averaged-about 50%. Thisate .causes-

one to reevaluate the magnitude of the allocated time figu es given pre-

tlassas 4 and-6 allocated an average of 25 minutes a day to

mathematics. This figure seems low enough If only 50%-of this time was
. .

real learning time,-this meanslhat only-about 13 minutes-a-day were'-
)

spent actually learning mathemat-lcs.--No wonder it takeS17a-full school

year to generate noticeable gains in achievement.

Engagement rates varied considerably both within and between classes .

Thelowest engagement rate for-an

.was 91%. Within-each Class there-was a_ least a 30% differencebetween-"-

the lowest and,the highest rates. Thus-Ahe big4eSt'SeurCe.of,variability

in time within a dais tends to berin the- rate...of,engageMent,:rather than

.in allocated-time,

Note_that class 2 had- a generally'hIgher-rate ofengagement than the-

other classes. In reading;-the engagement rate for clas,s 2-weht-uLto.,

85%. The most interesting thing About-this is-that class 2 was-also .

highest in allodated time,- Combining'high allecated-time_with

engagement rate, cliss-..2 had muCh more learning time than the other classes.

Those teachers who belieVe that second graders .cannot concentrate .on

. acedemi.cs for very.long should. visit_class_._ This:claSs_seeMs. to.'exem-

plify the pattern of direct instruCtion and academic press Aiscutsed by

'Berliner And Resenshine'(1976).

Implications

The differences reportedabove indicate thatinstructional time must

be taken into account in any..de-scription of classroom processes-. One

important area of study is the relationship between time and achievement.

18
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One way to approach this questlon is in terms of direct effects - does

time in content X produce learning in content X. We also need, to examine

indirect or transfer effects. Time in X may contribute to the learning

of Y, either thrOugh transfer of knowledge or through the facilitation cif

later learning. This concept of facilitation suggests the need to study

the seqUence of instruction. Whether a skill is learned before after,

or at the same time as another skill may influence the effectiveness of

the learning time.

A focus on instructional time also calls attention to a particular

set of teacher behaviors. How teachers decide what to spend time on

becomes a critical factor. Teachers must decide when to introduce a

skill, what entering characteristics are needed before the time will

be productive. Teachers must also decide when to stop instruction.

This applies in both the short termand the long term. T-achers must

pace weekly lessons, and decide when to continue work,in the same skill

and when to introduce variety. They must know when students,have re-

ceived enough instruction in an area to reach an acceptable level of

mastery.

In addition-to deciding how to spend time, teachers need to monitor

the use of time in the classroom. Time is often lost through t ansitions

or waiting for instruction. Features of the classroom schedule, organi.-

zation, or atmosphere may influence engagement rates.- Specific Monitoring

behaviors such as timely reminders to get .1360 to work may also play a

role in maintaining engagement.

A thorough investigation of the_factors that influence and are in-

fluenced by instructional time could contribute greatiy-to our understanding

of how students learn.
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APPENDIX A

,E ghttables of time allocation data are included. Cellentries.i-

each table are- class.means in minutesjier:studentallocatedlo instruction

in a.specific content area over_sevaral. months :of'instruCtion

labeled "A-B" report time itCumulatid -over -aPprox.imatelY4'Weeks.InOCtohe

arid November.- _Tables labeled,B,C"'report.time::accUmUlated:OVer--ipprox7:-:,

imately 10 weeks in January through March.



Class Average Allocated Time
Grade 2 Reading, A to B

CONTENT
.

Sind It consonants 9 185_ 41 71 51 174

_

_57 1 6
Consonant-blends-and di i -a hs 2 74 151 55 103 64 29 24 104 234
Variant conspEAELL15,- 29 16 25 34 10 4

. Wm1 sr-inort 236 122 75 96
_

267
.--
_79 202 200

' Vowe_ls__Jon -_-, wi th fiT1-11--- 151

_209
32 liii

--:--VDW1S-d1t3phS
Vowels.dipthon s

6 26 16 _33 W _3

23_ 15 '10:w Nowelswil. r 84 15 12 12 5_2_ 14
Complex, mILLLLE?llabi c

10
19 0

11

96
115

218

Inalliffillarl

79
0

102,
-=99

Silent. letters I 43
143
16

Sound subs ti tu ti on. ,_ThyEillT 140 62
96Autoeaticity of decodin

_ _ - -
t t-- ti-r Any use of format where chi Id must
e54i_J chnme a fill blank 2 . 200 24 1 7 7 143 2

_ _ --,-

_ Compound± words 1, 13 80 _52 34 47 9 1_4
w Identification o o- ords
c4 ---,-,- 21 5 0 8 1 5 29

C3=D Prerixosmeanina and use a -7
CD LI Suffixesmeaning and use 135 30 10 5 16

cc Ccntractioii 25 . 150 10 17
vl llables 26. 66 37 1l 32 20 11

S Pon ms 2_. 14_ 13_
2t Vocabul de ni "oils 0, 62 8 _24 163

I
53

CA=ix rz Pronoun ri.,ference
-= n

Mul timeanino words in context- 2-

39_ 71

11$01Ma-._. _ _

Upfami liar words in con;ex_
*c thlderstandin event detail 36. 13 85 51

59
WM

_ k
VZ I Understanding desc _ nsL4 7.

.9z Understanding relationsh 0- 8 24 47 _O 44-- : _
cu Understandin main ,_ideas-- 9 78 109 111 _15_ i_

a= a rectDi recall o info a on 40_- _sr - - 4

4 .

II 6
0

--

0 401 Inference in , ation 42-___-,--,

_

IIIRI

102 14

39_--

Understandin- di -_-c ions 7 47 28- 351-7
Picture riterpretation to aid compre-

ce -hension
....i - 47. 19 66 0 17_

Table-_of-content
_ _J - 49-. _11411

1 7

1.01110111111FAIMMI

10 _

a- Undorstandin. of si 'ns= _

4 Understanding letters= 52 0 0 0

Sight words 'Oeneral practice at read-
ing single words; no specific decod-

LI inp_Nfrwhois 12

58 I

73

168

182

4

1007

224
245
568

196

449

293

1 4

75

77

10 134 255

369

249

130

130

0

12

1

'.- Spellin use specific code, appli--.I
175 .i: - cab 1 e 96 594 232 -

4',!

"I .

_Oral roadini o -x_ 5

6
145 52153

i aein of e 55__ lent re____ 470
0

_D

109_
206

L

- _

Creati vo lEiAIDA,_ 60., 71 20

,
_

-: P-rinman5pip and copyi n 6 . 7 T4_ 2 0 159 _

ii-i.6.iti_nii,Ciliggi;
=-

7-15 326- -262-
,

8
._
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Class Average Allocated Time-
. Grade 2 Readin4, B to,,C

Consonant Li-liar-a-Fa-T-77-Th

Sinqle-consonants_

I

IIM
I MN

.
12

In

CONTENT

MaVariant consonants
I

Towe s--s ort- 4. 1
cm .Vowe ong with finaz WPM inli
..,

an PlittlilAilT2Phs _ I PM lini
CD VOWelS7EqPthOn S
L.--i Wii4iri--w1i r car

cpffPlex multisyllabic
Silent letters 0_,__.
56WriUgiiitution FlyTIEL____
Automaticitv of decodjEL_ ,

=x-t=1-ILLiAny use of format where child MUSt
-CJILAJ.,J. choose a word tc fill a blank 15-20

. _ _ -.

CompOund words 21.
Lo
Od Identification of root words 22

CC 1
= = _E2f2A=MgMAILLAgILI$e 23

== -Suffixes-meaninq and_use_ 24.
, =

,_. Contractions -25-----____

--
§yilables

----- -_

angliY_Ts
Vocabula
Pronoi-in reference

Multimeaning words in contex
Unfamiliar words in context

defini ions

-
> Understandin event detail 364.61

2=1 Understanding descri tions
Understandin relationshi sW

ix Understandin main idea
2:e Di ec recall of informa on 40 4-

-inference -inter. etation- 42, 4

Understanding directions 46
Picture interpretation to aid compre-i--

hension 47.
Taole of c en 49
Uvderstandin of '-ns 51.0_
Understaridin. letters 2

160 14

Sight words general practice at read-
ing single-words; no specific decod-
in em hasis

Spelling use speci ic code, if appli-
cable 58.

Oral reading of text 56.
Silent reading of text 62
Creative writiflg 6

laristiPenn =505 89 14_



Class Average Allocated Time
Grade 2 Mathematics, A to B

ASS

CONTE.

1.Additon without rerouo1n
Addi ou nn

-ac_ on wi thou

47773tIbtracticm_ n,

Multi lice
éed_tects in add on

i_Peed tests in subtrdction
Number sentence -vo in

Famidf facs
1_ nnbe .ns

25 li in -dddonds

CONCEPTS AND APP 1CATION

2A Num a
28 0 d na s

P ac& valu
-Fractions
Prenerties

16 Associative robe
expanded no a ion

17 Mon
18 Linear measur,..ci

1 11tasurent conccDts
0 rri tr c firu

21. Cjrves an- oints
IoD;ntai activtie



A-4

Class Average Allocated Ti e

Grade 2 Mathematics,' B to C

CONTENT

. Addition withou r rou n 174 26

. Addltlónwltli re'rou n 79 0
u tract on w tout re. rou

.

--
utract onw t re un 6 102
u ca n
ee tes s n a.. t on
ee tes s n sutract on

umber sentences nvo v n

110

447

196

CONCEPT9 AND APPLI CATION

2A. Numera s-

ace va u

ssoc atve o er

7 ne
near measuremen

F. asurernent conce. s
e Acf ures

u es-an nts

-
2 119 i193 427- 159



A-5

Class Average Allocated Time
Grade 5 Reading, A to B

=

CLASS

CONTENT

1-12 Any use of format where
24= child must choose a word

4.7 tfllia blank.

1 Identification of root ords
gig Pre. xes.;-meiffin an_ use

§Mi2 Suffixes--meanin and use
cn

ItimmimmigamosaL
S nonvms
Vocabular definitions
Pronoun reference
MuTtimeaning o s in context
tnfamiiiar words in contex
Fiqurative lan uacie

15 9
25 48

UnderStandinq-event_detail 36

Understanding description 37

Understanding relaticnshtps
Unde tandin ma n ideas

u, Literal recall 4

La pc Translation of ideas, paraphrase 4=
Lap- S nthesis of ideas inference 42

Going be ond the text redicti n 4

44 27

45 11

4U 16

Understandind1 rections
e -rencasources in boOks
(tAblePf.= corten4,

ossa- 4

10 33

12 20

Choosing-iiHfirence sources
dictionary, encyclopedia,

"card catalo
n ersrandino sisñs

Unders andtnq e te s
.understandin- ma s

:Oral re4.0111-__:-

lent readin'
Spelling- use-s ecific code,

a- -licable
irai d

C eative writin
Reading in content areas o
science and social stud es, use
this code_snly_t__



A=6

C ass Average Allocated Time
Grade 5 Reading, B to C

CLASS

CONTENT

Any use of format where
child must choose a word

fill blank.

es

$ n

ocabu ar
noun reference

u t mean n
iarwos n contex

efinitions

$ ncn ex

Understanding event detail_ 6.

Understandin descri tion_ 37 1111111111F1111FERI

Unde s ndin el onsh .s 38

n e sten nman eas_
tera recal

Translation of idea
uJ Synthesis of i e s

Goin be ond the-tex
eco.n zin c s an
Genera comprehension

Understanding directions 46

RRerence sources in books
(table of contents, index,
lossa

ara'hrase 4
n e e ce

c o
o. n ons 4

Dos ng reerence sources
(dictionary, encyclopedia,
card catal

Waerstan_ n
Naerstand n le te s

Understan nimas
Oral readin-

ent rea.in

Spelling use s ec f c co e,
-if.a" licable
rammar
Creative writin
fiOdlng 1ncontent areas
.science and social stud
this code onl

or
es, use

1274



A-7

Class-Average-Allocated-T me-

Grade 5 Mathematics, kto B

CONTENT

iti

ion

S eed tests in
in subtrac on

eed tests in multi licat on

3. Speed tests in div sion

II__ FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

LEguivalent fctions
ition -of fractions
r ti n of fraction

decimals

CONCFPTS .ANp_APPLICATION.

Place_ Val ue-: decithats
a ue: whole numbers

rooerties
actors

Perimeter
Area
Volume
ines ano es etc.

Geometric fi ures
21. ar

. Number airs
tistics: te v r

24. Number atterns
26. W.

or ro ems: two ste
or uo ems: common measures

7.41'l 25 and 29. t er Content



A-8

Class Average Allocated Time
Grade 5 Mathematics, B to C

iiin
S'ee& tests in addit on

eed tests in multi lic
S.eed tests in division

FNACTIONS AND DE-0MM

Livalent ractiorfs
iti n f fr ctions
r in ffr in

LQ_,_aaatd.QnjnsLut=s,
decimals

CONCEPTS AND APPLICATION

vs.et
5F'actors

er meter

18. Volume
ines an es etc.

. eornetr c i.ures
21. Line and bar ra hs

Number airs

4 Number atterns
26. Word roblems: one ste

or ro ems: two ste
or ro ems: cormon measures

25 and 29. Oth r nt nt


